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Abstract—In automotive systems, a radar is a key com-
ponent of autonomous driving. Using transmit and reflected
radar signal by a target, we can capture the target range
and velocity. However, when interference signals exist, noise
floor increases and it severely affects the detectability of target
objects. For these reasons, previous studies have been proposed
to cancel interference or reconstruct original signals. However,
the conventional signal processing methods for canceling the
interference or reconstructing the transmit signals are difficult
tasks, and also have many restrictions. In this work, we propose
a novel approach to mitigate interference using deep learning.
The proposed method provides high performance in various
interference conditions and has low processing time. Moreover,
we show that our proposed method achieves better performance
compared to existing signal processing methods.

Index Terms—autonomous driving, automotive, radar, inter-
ference, mitigation, deep learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Radars mounted on advanced vehicles, such as autonomous

vehicles, require a variety of functions, including detection of

multi-target and long-range sensing. These functions must be

performed accurately ensure user safety and solve collision

problem between vehicles. Recent popular radar technologies

include Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) or

Chirp Sequence (CS) radars [1]–[3]. However, it is difficult

to perform the above functions with interference [4], [5].

Several techniques have been proposed to solve the prob-

lems related to interference [6]–[10]. [6] used the character-

istics of the interference region in the time domain to remove

the interference. [8] proposed a method of estimating the

amplitude and frequency of the interference signal to recover

the original signal as well as the interference elimination with

high computational complexity. The paper [10] proposed an

algorithm that requires a small computational complexity and

showed that it detects targets within small distances without

defining an adaptive threshold. The effect of interference still

remains, however, because the target is not well detected when

the interference signal source is closer to the radar than the

target.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use a

deep learning method to mitigate interference in time domain.

Recently, the development of deep learning has been remark-

able, and in particular, it has made significant achievements in

image and language processing. Besides, these deep learning

techniques have shown outstanding results in the field of

signals, and [11] and [12] showed that deep learning can be

useful in signal processing. Especially we apply the Recurrent

Neural Network (RNN) model with Gated Recurrent Unit

(GRU) [13], which is known to be suitable for process-

ing sequence data, to remove interference and reconstruct

transmit signal simultaneously. We can reconstruct transmit

signal even in the presence of various interference signals,

and the reconstructed signal can be used to detect objects

through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In particular, through

the learned network, signal processing can be done only with

the matrix calculation, not with any iteration structure. Also,

the algorithm does not require any adaptive threshold. We

show that our algorithm outperforms existing algorithms in

experiments where noise and interference coexist.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section

II, we introduce the system model considered in the paper. In

Section III, we show the deep learning model for our proposed

algorithm. In Section IV, we show the simulation results for

the proposed scheme. Lastly, in Section V, we conclude this

paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. CS Radar System

One of the main radar waveforms is the CS waveform [1],

[3] as shown in Fig. 1. If the transmit signal consists of k

Fig. 1: CS waveform of transmit and received signal

linear frequency chirps, frequency and phase of the transmit

signal are as follows.

f(t) = fB + α(t− kTchirp)

φ(t) = 2π

∫ t

0

f(t)dt

= 2π(fBt+
1

2
αt2 − αkTchirpt),

(1)
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where BSW is sweep bandwidth, Tchirp is chirp duration,

α = BSW /Tchirp is slope of the CS waveform, and fB is

carrier frequency of the transmit signal. The beat frequency is

the difference between the transmit frequency and the received

frequency. The beat frequency fB(t) is represented as Fig.

2. A Low Pass Filter (LPF) can remove signals with higher

absolute frequency value. So the remaining beat phase through

the LPF can be represented as

Fig. 2: Beat frequency

φB(t) = φ(t) − φ(t− τ)

= 2πfBτ − πα(τ2 − 2τtk)

if τ < t < Tchirp.

(2)

We denote target range, target velocity and speed of light as R,

v, c, respectively, and the propagation delay can be represented

as τ . Substituting τ = 2(R+vt)
c

and t = kTchirp + tk
into equation (2) (if t is present in k-th chirp), (2) can be

approximated

φB(t) = 2πfB

(

2R

c
+

2vt

c

)

− πα

(

(

2R

c
+

2vt

c

)2

− 2

(

2R

c
+

2vt

c

)

tk

)

≈ 2π

(

2R

c
fB +

2v

c
fBk Tchirp

+

(

2αR

c
+

2v

c
fB

)

tk

)

.

(3)

Applying sampling as t = nTs, phase of the beat signal

φB [n, k] is written as

φB[n, k] = 2π

(

2R

c
fB +

2v

c
fBkTchirp

+

(

2αR

c
+

2v

c
fB

)

nTs

)

.

(4)

Using two dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), we can

obtain following two values fR and fD,

fR =
2αR

c

fD =
2v

c
fBTchirp.

(5)

Range R and velocity v can be obtain by fR and fD.

Fig. 3: Interrupted transmit signal, interference occurs in a.

Fig. 4: Interrupted beat signal, interference occurs around the 0 to
80 samples.

B. Interrupted Radar Signal

The equations in the previous subsection are derived in an

ideal situation without interference. However, there will be a

large error in distance and velocity estimation if interference

occurs. In a typical driving situation, we usually encounter CS

waveform signals, which have different slopes with the signal

being sent, and interference situation would occur as shown

in Fig. 3. Since the beat frequency passes through the low

pass filter, the interference occurs in the section a only, not in

the whole section. Fig. 4 shows that a large distortion occurs

around 0 to 80 time samples, unlike the original beat signal.

Conventionally, the interference is removed or the original

beat signal is restored by using the characteristics of the time-

domain beat signal. However, if noise and interference exist,

the cancellation of interference and the restoration of original

beat signal are difficult with a traditional method.

III. INTERFERENCE MITIGATION USING DEEP LEARNING

In this section, we propose a deep neural network model

which can be used for multi-interference mitigation without

relying on adaptive threshold.



A. Deep Learning Model

As shown in previous studies [14], RNN is known to be

suitable for sequence data processing. Since the raw data

before preprocessing is consecutive time samples, we apply

RNN structure for interference cancellation and restoration in

our model. Following equations represents the vanilla RNN

elements.

ht = fW (ht−1, xt)

= tanh(Whhht−1 +Wxhxt)

yt = Whyht.

(6)

xt is the input vector, ht is the hidden state of the RNN

network and yt is the output vector. Whh ,Wxh and Why

are weight matrices of the hidden state to another hidden

state, the input vector to the hidden state and the hidden

state to the output vector, respectively. By using RNN, the

network can learn the relation of consecutive samples. The

Fig. 5: Proposed deep learning model

input sequence may consist of hundreds of time samples. It

may cause long-term dependency problem in RNN [15]. So

we use a GRU cell to solve this problem in RNN. GRU has

the same time series structure as RNN, but the contents of

the cell are different. In the multi-layer GRU layer, each layer

has a bidirectional structure, rather than one direction of the

signal [16]. In addition, several GRU layers were piled up to

learn various interference cases. The residual network [17] is

added between layers for better propagation of gradient flow.

The residual connection is written as

X l+1 = X l +GRU(X l), (l = 1, 2, 3, ..., L− 1), (7)

where X l is l-th layer input vector of GRU cells, and

GRU(X l) is l-th layer output vector of GRU cells. When

the total time step is N and the hidden state size is H , the

output value of GRU network is XL ∈ R
H×N . If we denote

xL
i ∈ R

H as the ith column vector of XL, XL can be rep-

resented as [xL
1 , x

L
2 , ..., x

L
N ]. To obtain the output dimension

identical to the label dimension, we perform average pooling

on XL. The average pooling output Y ∈ R
N is written as

Y = [average(xL
1 ), average(x

L
2 ), ..., average(x

L
N )]. (8)

To regularize the network, we applied drop out in each GRU

Cells [18]. The proposed RNN model is shown in Fig. 5.

B. Optimizing Model

The inputs is time-sampled interference beat signal, which

is represented as X0 = X = [x1, x2, ..., xN ], where xi ∈ R

is amplitude of beat signal(i = 1, ..., N). Each input X is

normalized and satisfies the following equation.

N
∑

i=1

x2
i = 1. (9)

The output Y is represented as Y = [y1, y2, ..., yN ], which has

the same length as X . Ŷ = [ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷN ] is a beat signal with

the same target condition as X but without interference. We

called Ŷ as label. In order to minimize the difference between

the two vectors Y and Ŷ , the loss L is defined as

L =

N
∑

i=1

(ŷi − yi)
2. (10)

The loss L can be minimized by gradient descent. We use

a gradient descent algorithm, Adam [19]. As the training

progresses, we get output Y which is similar to label Ŷ . We

can then use this value Y to detect target range and velocity.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we introduce radar simulator parameters and

deep learning model parameters. The proposed deep learning

model is also compared with existing algorithms.

TABLE I: Radar simulator random parameters

Parameter Min Max

Center frequency 76GHz 78GHZ
Distance 1m 130m
Velocity 0km/h 50km/h

Sweep bandwidth 100MHz 200MHz
Chirp duration 20us 40us
Target number 1 2

Interference number 1 4

TABLE II: Deep learning hyperparameter

Hyperparameter Value

Batch size 128
Learning rate 1e-3

Hidden layer size 100
Number of data 150000
Number of layer 3

Drop out rate 0.3
Optimizer Adam

We have assumed a situation with multi-target, multi-

interference, and Gaussian noise in order to reflect the prac-

tical situation. We use a randomly generated 150,000 time

sampled input sequence (with interference) and 150,000 label

sequence (no interference). The range of random parameters

for training is shown in Table I. The transmit signal is the CS

wave mentioned in Section II and the interference waveform is



the FMCW wave signal with different chirp slope (includes CS

waveform, triangle sweep FMCW). The total number of chirps

was 75 in both the desired and the interfering signals. The

model proposed in Section III is used and the hyperparameter

used in the model is shown in Table II. The deep learning

model input and label are beat signals corresponding to one

chirp of the transmit signal. To apply RNN, the input and label

length must be constant. However, the number of samples of

one chirp can vary depending on the sampling period of the

signal. So we limit the maximum length of the input and

label to 416 and cut the remaining part if the actual length

is longer than that, and do zero-padding if it is smaller. In

order to solve the exploding gradients problem in the GRU

structure, the gradient clipping method is used [20].

We analyzed the interference mitigation performance of the

proposed method. The results are shown in Fig. 6. We use

(a) Label (b) Input (c) Output

(d) FFT label (e) FFT input (f) FFT output

Fig. 6: Result of deep learning model. (a) to (c) is beat signal, (d)
to (f) is FFT result of (a) to (c) signals respectively.

Fig. 6(a) as deep learning label (not interfered), Fig. 6(b) as

deep learning input (interfered), and the deep learning output

is Fig. 6(c). We can see that the proposed deep learning

algorithm finds out where the interference is. Under the

considered situation, the reconstruction of the original signal

is not perfect. However, we can see that the result of FFT

in Fig. 6(f) finds the object more clearly than the interfered

input Fig. 6(e). To compare result with other methods, we

use the average signal to remaining interference noise ratio

(SRINR) [10]. The SRINR result is in Table III. Method I is

time domain thresholding (TDT) method used in [6]. Method

II did not use an adaptive threshold, which was proposed in

[10]. The simulation SRINR is average of 50 random scenarios

SRINR. Our proposed deep learning algorithm outperforms

other methods. Especially, even in situations where the in-

terference signal sources are close and the targets are too far

away, our proposed method finds the target properly as shown

in Fig. 7.

TABLE III: Simulation results

Method I Method II Proposed

SRINR 23.369 22.665 26.091

(a) Proposed (b) Method I

(c) Method II (d) No processing

Fig. 7: Simulated power levels with respect to range. Two targets
exist in range 100m, 120m. Four interferences exist in range 40m,
50m, 60m, and 70m. Red circles are detected targets.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to mitigate

interference in CS radar system. We used a deep learning

approach to mitigate interference. Our method shows better

performance compared to other signal processing methods.

Our method also shows good performance even when the

target is far away. It is believed this method can be applied

not only to CS waveforms but also to most situations where

frequency changes linearly. This is because interference occurs

at the point where the transmit signal crosses the interference

signal. The interference patterns of linear frequency signals are

similar. Experiments with other waveforms are left as future

work.
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